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Abstract 

Short Message Service (SMS) has become one of the fastest and strong communication channels to transmit the information 

across the worldwide. Sometimes, we send the confidential information like password, pass code, banking details and private 

identity to our friends, family members and service providers through an SMS. SMS messages are transmitted as plaintext 

between mobile user (MS) and the SMS center (SMSC), using wireless network. SMS contents are stored in the systems of 

network operators and can be read by their personnel. Since, the SMS is sent as plaintext, thus network operators can easily 

access the content of SMS during the transmission at SMSC. So the traditional SMS service offered by various mobile operators 

surprisingly does not provide information security of the message being sent over the network. In order to protect such 

confidential information, it is strongly required to provide end-to-end secure communication between end users. The above 

requirements can be accomplished by proposing a protocol called Cipher SMS which provides end-to-end security during the 

transmission of SMS over the network. The Cipher-SMS protocol achieved by using cryptographic algorithms of AES. The 

Cipher-SMS protocol prevents the SMS information from various attacks including SMS disclosure, over the air (OTA) 

modification, replay attack, man-in-the-middle attack, and impersonation attack.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Short Message Service (SMS) has ended up one amongst the fastest and capable correspondence channels to transmit the 

information around the world. SMS messages transmitted as plaintext between versatile client (MS) and SMS Centre (SMSC). 

SMS substance range unit keep inside the frameworks of system administrators and might be sweep by their staff. Since, the 

SMS is appropriated as plaintext, so arrange administrators will just get to the substance of SMS all through the transmission at 

SMSC. That the antiquated SMS administration offered by shifted portable administrators amazingly doesn't give data security 

of the message being sent over the system. To shield such wind, it's capably expected to supply completion to-end secure 

correspondence between end clients.  

The higher than a need is expert by proposing a convention known as Cipher-SMS that gives end-to-end security all through 

the transmission of SMS over the system. The Cipher-SMS convention accomplished by exploitation science calculations of 

AES, The Cipher-SMS convention keeps the SMS information from differed assaults together with SMS disclosure, over the air 

(OTA) alteration, replay assault, man-in-the-center assault, and mimic assault. Figure SMS is that the first convention absolutely 

upheld the cruciform key cryptography of AES. EasySMS that gives completion to-end secure correspondence through SMS 

between end clients. EasySMS is dead that makes out there the symmetrical respective shared key between every MS then 

figuring of message happens utilizing a symmetric key algorithmic project. The working of the convention is given by 

considering 2 entirely unexpected projections territory unit SMSSec and PK-SIM conventions. SMSSec convention is usual 

secure A SMS correspondence sent by Java's Wireless electronic correspondence API while the PK-SIM convention proposes a 

run of the mill SIM card with further PKI reasonableness. Every conventions territory unit bolstered customer server world view. 

In EasySMS convention, a science mystery composing algorithmic system AES/MAES is kept up to offer end-to-end privacy to 

the transmitted SMS inside the network. EasySMS give SMS security with cruciform key cryptography, the present convention 

is completely upheld cruciform key cryptography. The transmission of cruciform key to the portable clients is with productivity 

oversaw by the protocol. Security loses once hacking key transmission between Mobile Station. The Cipher-SMS gives end-to-

end security all through the transmission of SMS over the system.  This Cipher-SMS sends lesser scope of transmitted bits, 

creates less calculation overhead, and lessens data measure utilization and message changed as contrast with existing 

conventions. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 EasySMS that gives completion to-end secure correspondence through SMS between end clients. EasySMS is dead that 

makes available the isobilateral shared key between every MS then figuring of message happens utilizing a symmetric key 
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guideline. The working of the convention is given by considering 2 very surprising circumstances square measure SMSSec 

and PK-SIM conventions. 

 SMSSec convention will be usual secure partner SMS correspondence sent by Java's Wireless electronic correspondence 

API though the PK-SIM convention proposes a standard SIM card with additional PKI reasonableness. Every conventions 

square measure bolstered customer server worldview. 

 In EasySMS convention, a science mystery composing guideline AES/MAES is kept up to offer end-to-end classification to 

the transmitted SMS inside the system. 

III. LIMITATIONS 

 EasySMS offer SMS security with stellate key cryptography, the overarching convention is completely bolstered stellate 

key cryptography. 

 The transmission of stellate key to the portable clients is speedily overseen by the convention. 

 Security loses once hacking key transmission between Mobile Station 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 The Cipher-SMS gives end-to-end security all through the transmission of SMS over the system. The Cipher-SMS 

convention accomplished by abuse cryptanalytic calculations of AES. 

 The Cipher-SMS convention keeps the SMS information from various assaults and in addition SMS uncovering, over the 

air (OTA) alteration, replay assault, man-in-the-center assault, and mimic assault. 

 MS fundamentally based system gives a low-data transmission, dependable, sparing and esteem compelling response for 

SMS Transmission. Figure SMS is that the first convention completely bolstered the respective key cryptography of AES. 

 This Cipher-SMS sends lesser scope of transmitted bits, produces less calculation overhead, and diminishes data measure 

utilization and message changed as contrast with existing conventions. 

 Advantages 

 This convention produces lesser correspondence and calculation overheads, uses transfer speed proficiently, and diminishes 

message traded amid verification than EasySMS (existing) conventions. 

 Here favored a symmetric key calculation of AES in light of the fact that these calculations are 1000 times speedier than the 

deviated calculations and enhance the effectiveness of the framework. 

 Accomplished more security than EasySMS by utilizing AES calculations. 

 No utilization while Hacking AES key between Mobile Station, in light of the fact that here using distinctive key ID of 

every transmission. 

 The Cipher-SMS convention creates least correspondence and calculation overheads as contrast with existing. 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture for sender side 
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Fig. 2: system architecture for receiver side 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

EasySMS convention is with achievement outlined in order to deliver end-to-end secure correspondence through SMS between 

portable clients. The examination of the anticipated convention demonstrates that the convention is prepared to prevent various 

assaults. The transmission of parallel key to the portable clients is speedily overseen by the convention. This convention 

produces lesser correspondence and calculation overheads, uses data measure quickly, and lessens message changed all through 

verification than SMSSec and PK-SIM conventions 
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